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Non-Hermitian systems exhibit richer topological properties compared to their Hermitian counter-
parts. It is well known that non-Hermitian systems have been classified based on either the symmetry
relations for non-Hermitian Hamiltonians or the symmetry relations for non-unitary time-evolution
operators in the context of Floquet topological phases. In this work, we propose that non-Hermitian
systems can always be classified in two ways; a non-Hermitian system can be classified using the
symmetry relations for non-Hermitian Hamiltonians or time-evolution operator regardless of the
Floquet topological phases or not. We refer to this as dual symmetry classification. To demon-
strate this, we successfully introduce a new non-unitary quantum walk that exhibits point gaps
with a Z2 point-gap topological phase applying the dual symmetry classification and treating the
time-evolution operator of this quantum walk as the non-Hermitian Hamiltonian.

I. INTRODUCTION

The study of non-Hermitian systems has gained sig-
nificant attention in recent years due to its potential
for novel physical phenomena, especially relating with
topological phase, and practical applications[1, 2]. The
eigenenergies of non-Hermitian Hamiltonians generically
become complex. For classical systems, non-Hermitian
Hamiltonians are frequently employed to describe opti-
cal systems with gain and loss[3–8], topological circuit
systems[9–15], etc. In open quantum systems, a non-
Hermitian Hamiltonian can be used to describe the dy-
namics of a system without quantum jump process[16–
19]. In such cases, the system follows the Schrödinger
equation with a non-Hermitian Hamiltonian.

In Ref.[20], the symmetry in non-Hermitian systems,
which is important to the topological phases, has been
studied by extending the symmetry relations for Hermi-
tian Hamiltonians. Then, they showed that there are
38 symmetry classes in non-Hermitian systems. Further-
more, In non-Hermitian systems, the energy gaps can be
classified into two types: line gaps and point gaps[20, 21].
On one hand, the topological invariant for the line gap
is related to the number of edge states appearing in the
gap through the bulk-boundary correspondence (BBC)
in the same fashion in Hermitian systems[22–32].

On the other hand, the point gap is unique to non-
Hermitian systems and Z topological invariant defined as
the winding number in the complex energy plane for the
system with periodic boundary conditions (PBC) pre-
dicts that spectra for the system with open boundary
conditions (OBC) collapse into arcs within the closed
curves of the PBC spectra. The corresponding eigen-
states are localized near the open boundaries, known
as the non-Hermitian skin effects(NHSE)[17, 28, 33–
48]. One of the famous examples is the Hatano-Nelson

model[49–51]. It is also known that a system with spinful
time-reversal symmetry exhibits Z2 topological invariant
for the point gap[35].

One promising area of exploration within topology of
non-Hermitian physics is the study of non-unitary quan-
tum walks[52–57]. The discrete-time quantum walk con-
sists of a walker moving on a lattice, obeying a uni-
tary time-evolution operator with each time step[58–
64]. However, the non-unitary quantum walks incorpo-
rate gain and loss, resulting in non-Hermitian Hamilto-
nian dynamics. It is known that the non-unitary time-
evolution operator can be classified by translating the
symmetry relations of Hamiltonians to time-evolution
operators. Some models of non-unitary quantum walks
have been considered theoretically[52, 54, 55, 57] and re-
alized experimentally[53, 56] by temporally alternating
photon losses. However, there is no research focused on
the topological properties of time-reversal symmetric no-
Hermitian system with non-trivial Z2 point-gap topology.

In this work, we introduce a non-unitary quantum walk
with spinful time-reversal symmetry and Z2 point gap
topology by proposing the alternative symmetry classi-
fication way which we call as dual symmetry classifica-
tion. The new scheme of the classification is based on
the fact that there is no strict difference in mathemati-
cal definition between non-Hermitian Hamiltonians and
non-unitary time-evolution operators. This means that
regardless of whether the system is defined by the Hamil-
tonian or the time-evolution operator, the non-Hermitian
systems can be always classified by two ways; from the
symmetry relations for non-Hermitian Hamiltonians and
from those for non-unitary time-evolution operators. By
using this new classification scheme, we introduce a non-
unitary quantum walk with spinful time-reversal symme-
try. We find that the non-unitary quantum walk has Z2

point gap with non-trivial Z2 topological invariant. We
confirm that the non-unitary quantum walk satisfies BBC
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and the eigenstates are localized at both boundaries, in-
dicating the Z2 NHSE.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec.II, we intro-

duce our new way to define symmetry of time-evolution
operators in non-unitary quantum walks. In Sec.III, we
define a non-unitary quantum walk with spinful time-
reversal symmetry† and discuss the symmetry class of
the system. Moreover, we propose methods of exper-
imental realization of our quantum walk. In Sec.IVA
we calculate the Z2 point gap topological invariant of
the non-unitary quantum walk and validate that when
the quantum walk possesses a non-trivial Z2 topology,
the eigenvalue spectrum of the time evolution operator
under reflecting boundary conditions resides within the
spectrum under periodic boundary conditions. Simulta-
neously, the eigenstates are localized near the boundaries
of the system, indicating the emergence of the Z2 NHSE.
In Sec.IVB, we study a junction system comprised of two
topologically non-trivial quantum walks with inhomoge-
neous parameters in real space. Intriguingly, we find that
both subsystems exhibit skin effects even under periodic
boundary conditions.

II. DUAL SYMMETRY CLASSIFICATION OF
NON-HERMITIAN SYSTEMS

In Hermitian systems, a system is classified into the
10 AZ symmetry class by considering the presence or
absence of three symmetries; time-reversal symmetry
(TRS), partical-hole symmetry (PHS) and chiral sym-
metry (CS) or sublattice symmetry (SLS). In Ref.[20],
because of the absence of Hermiticity (H∗ ̸= HT ), it is
shown that the non-Hermitian systems possess the addi-
tional symmetry class called AZ† symmetry class where
TRS and PHS are ramified as TRS† and PHS†, respec-
tively. These symmetry relations are summarized as

T+H∗(k)T −1
+ = +H(−k) (TRS), (1a)

T−HT (k)T −1
− = +H(−k) (TRS†), (1b)

Ξ+H
T (k)Ξ−1

+ = −H(−k) (PHS), (1c)

Ξ−H
∗(k)Ξ−1

− = −H(−k) (PHS†), (1d)

ΓH†(k)Γ−1 = −H(+k) (CS), (1e)

SH(k)S−1 = −H(+k) (SLS), (1f)

where H(k) stands a non-Hermitian Hamiltonian in the
momentum space and T±,Ξ±,Γ, and S are unitary op-
erators.

In the study of topological phases, it is found that the
non-trivial topological phase can be induced by period-
ically driving a system, which is known as the Floqeut
topological phase. For the Floquet topological phase,
symmetry should be defined through the time-evolution
operator, not the instanton Hamiltonian since the time
dependence of the Hamiltonian is crucial to retain the
symmetry. Therefore, taking into account the relation

between the Floquet effective Hamiltonian Heff(k) and
the time-evolution operator U(k),

U(k) = e−iHeff(k), (2)

the aforementioned relationships of symmetry can be re-
formulated as

T+U∗(k)T −1
+ = U−1(−k) (TRS), (3a)

T−UT (k)T −1
− = U(−k), (TRS†) (3b)

Ξ+U
T (k)Ξ−1

+ = U−1(−k) (PHS), (3c)

Ξ−U
∗(k)Ξ−1

− = U(−k) (PHS†), (3d)

ΓU†(k)Γ−1 = U(k) (CS), (3e)

SU(k)S−1 = U−1(k) (SLS). (3f)

where U(k) stands for a non-unitary time-evolution oper-
ator in the momentum space. The quasi-energy is defined
by the eigenvalue equation of U(k)

U |ϕ⟩ = λ|ϕ⟩ = e−iε|ϕ⟩. (4)

For a non-unitary time-evolution operator, in general,
|λ| ≠ 1 and ε is complex.

While it is well known that the classifications based
on the above symmetry relations in Eqs. (1) and (3)
correctly predicts non-trivial topological phases in non-
Hermitian systems, here, we propose alternative way to
classify the non-Hermitian systems based on the fact
that there is no strict difference in mathematical def-
inition between non-Hermitian Hamiltonians and non-
unitary time-evolution operators. By regarding a given
non-Hermitian Hamiltonian H(k) as a non-unitary time-
evolution operator U(k), the non-Hermitian Hamiltonian
can be classified by symmetries defined in Eq. (3). In the
same way, regarding a non-unitary time-evolution oper-
ator U(k) as an non-Hermitian Hamiltonian H(k), the
non-unitary time-evolution operator can be classified by
Eq. (1). This means that there are always two ways to
classify a given Hamiltonian or a time-evolution operator
in non-Hermitian systems, which we call dual symmetry
classification. For example, the symmetry class of a give
time-evolution operator is determined by the relations in
Eqs. (1a)-(1f) or the relations in Eqs. (3a) - (3f). To avoid
confusion, we call the former (latter) scheme for the clas-
sification as the H-type (U -type) classification. For the
sake of completeness, we summarize all the symmetry
relations in Table I.

Note that Eq. (1b) and Eq. (3a) for TRS† are the same.
In addition, Eq. (1a) for TRS and Eq. (3d) for PHS†

are the same. We also note the inverse of the operator
on the right-hand side in Eqs. (3a), (3c), and (3f) for
U -type symmetry requires the strong constraints on the
Hamiltonian. However, the minus sign on the right-hand
side in Eqs. (1c)-(1f) for H-type symmetry requires the
time-evolution operator only shifting the quasi-energy by
π.
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FIG. 1. The schematic view of the movement of the walker
in the non-unitary quantum walk in Eq. (21). The walker is
moving on a pair of parallel chains. The horizontal movement
of the walker along the chain is controlled by S operator, while
the jump to the other chain is controlled by J operator.

In the subsequent sections, we demonstrate the validity
of the dual symmetry classification by considering a non-
unitary time-evolution operator defined for a quantum
walk.

III. MODEL

In this section, we introduce a non-unitary discrete-
time quantum walk to demonstrate the dual symmetry
classification for the time-evolution operator. Due to the
reason explained in Sec. IV, we call this quantum walk
the non-unitary quantum walk with Z2 point-gap topol-
ogy.

A. Real space representation

We consider a particle with two internal degrees of
freedom, which is called a walker, moving on a pair
of parallel chains, a and b, which is important to real-
ize TRS† with T−T ∗

− = −1, as we demonstrate later.
The state of the walker can be defined as |ψ(t)⟩ =∑

x,n,s ψx,n,s(t) |x⟩ ⊗ |n⟩ ⊗ |s⟩. Here, |x⟩ where x ∈ Z
represents the position space, |n = a, b⟩ represents the
chain space, and |s = L,R⟩ represents the internal state
space where two basic vectors of the internal state of the

walker is |L⟩ = (1, 0)
T

and |R⟩ = (0, 1)
T
. The dynam-

ics of a quantum walk are described by a time-evolution
operator U periodically operating on the wave function
of the walker. After t steps, the state of walker can be
written as |ψ(t)⟩ = U t|ψ(0)⟩.
A standard quantum walk within one period involves

at least two operators: the coin operator and the shift op-
erator. These operators serve to simulate the processes
of coin flipping and the movement of the walker, respec-
tively. We define the coin operator C as a rotation op-
eration in the opposite direction of the internal state on

different chains, which can be expressed as

Cα=x,y[θ(x)] =
∑
x

|x⟩⟨x| ⊗ e−iθ(x)τz⊗σα (5)

=
∑
x

|x⟩⟨x| ⊗

(
e−iθ(x)σα 0

0 eiθ(x)σα

)
, (6)

where the Pauli matrix σx,y,z (τx,y,z) acts on the internal
states space |s⟩ (the chain space |n⟩). The subscript α =
x, y indicates the rotation around the x or y axis with the
rotation angle θ(x) which may depend on the position x.
The movement of the walker along the same chain is

determined by the shift operators. The shift operators
change the position |x⟩ depending on the initinal states,
are given by

S− =
∑
x

(|x− 1⟩⟨x| ⊗ τ0 ⊗ |L⟩⟨L|+ |x⟩⟨x| ⊗ τ0 ⊗ |R⟩⟨R|) ,

(7)

S+ =
∑
x

(|x⟩⟨x| ⊗ τ0 ⊗ |L⟩⟨L|+ |x+ 1⟩⟨x| ⊗ τ0 ⊗ |R⟩⟨R|) ,

(8)

where τ0 represent the 2×2 indentity matrix acting on the
chain space. Here, we take periodic boundary condition
to ensure that the shift operator is unitary.
We introduce another operator representing the hop-

ping between the two chains that we refer to as the jump
operator J1,2. This operator determines whether the
walker jumps to another chain depending on the inter-
nal state. The jump operators J1,2 can be expressed as
follows:

J1 =
∑
x

|x⟩⟨x| ⊗ [τ0 ⊗ |L⟩⟨L|+ (|b⟩⟨a|+ |a⟩⟨b|)⊗ |R⟩⟨R|] ,

(9)

J2 =
∑
x

|x⟩⟨x| ⊗ [(|b⟩⟨a|+ |a⟩⟨b|)⊗ |L⟩⟨L|+ τ0 ⊗ |R⟩⟨R|] .

(10)

The movement of the walker by the shift operator S±
and the jump operator J1,2 are schematically shown in
Fig.1.
To incorporate non-unitary dynamics into the quan-

tum walk, we introduce a non-unitary gain-loss operator

G =
∑
x

|x⟩⟨x| ⊗ eγτz⊗σz (11)

=
∑
x

|x⟩⟨x| ⊗

(
eγσz 0

0 e−γσz

)
, (12)

which accounts for the phenomenological gain and loss
of amplitudes, while γ represents the strength of non-
unitarity of the quantum walk.
Using the above operators, we define the time evolution

operator of our quantum walk in a time-symmetric frame
as

U =Cy [θ3(x)/2]S+Cy[θ1(x)]J2Cx[θ2(x)]G

Cx[θ2(x)]J1Cy[θ1(x)]S−Cy [θ3(x)/2] .
(13)
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TABLE I. A list of the symmetry relations. For the dual symmetry classification we represent either a non-Hermitian Hamil-
tonian or a non-unitary time-evolution operator for the non-Hermitian system as X(k).

Ref. [20] Ref. [54] dual symmetry classification

Symmetry Hamiltonian Time-evolution op. H type U type

TRS T+H
∗(k)T −1

+ = H(−k) T+U
∗(k)T −1

+ = U−1(−k) T+X
∗(k)T −1

+ = X(−k) T+X
∗(k)T −1

+ = X−1(−k)
TRS† T−H

T (k)T −1
− = H(−k) T−U

T (k)T −1
− = U(−k) T−X

T (k)T −1
− = X(−k) T−X

T (k)T −1
− = X(−k)

PHS Ξ+H
T (k)Ξ−1

+ = −H(−k) Ξ+U
T (k)Ξ−1

+ = U−1(−k) Ξ+X
T (k)Ξ−1

+ = −X(−k) Ξ+X
T (k)Ξ−1

+ = X−1(−k)
PHS† Ξ−H

∗(k)Ξ−1
− = −H(−k) Ξ−U

∗(k)Ξ−1
− = U(−k) Ξ−X

∗(k)Ξ−1
− = −X(−k) Ξ−X

∗(k)Ξ−1
− = X(−k)

CS ΓH†(k)Γ−1 = −H(k) ΓU†(k)Γ−1 = U(k) ΓX†(k)Γ−1 = −X(k) ΓX†(k)Γ−1 = X(k)

SLS SH(k)S−1 = −H(k) SU(k)S−1 = U−1(k) SX(k)S−1 = −X(k) SX(k)S−1 = X−1(k)

When we set the value of θ3 at the boundary to be π/2,
the walker cannot move from one side boundary to the
other. In this case, the boundary conditions are referred
to as reflecting boundary conditions (RBC), which can
also be viewed as OBC in a tight-binding model.

B. Momentaum space representation

If the parameter θ(x) in Eq. (6) and γ in Eq. (12) are
constant over the position x, the time-evolution operator
U possesses translation symmetry and can be diagonal in
the momentum space |k⟩ by the Fourier transformation
of the basic operators over the real space |x⟩, yielding:

Cα[θ] =
∑
k

|k⟩⟨k| ⊗ C̃α(θ), C̃α(θ) =

(
e−iθσα 0

0 eiθσα

)
,

(14)

S− =
∑
k

|k⟩⟨k| ⊗ S̃−(k), S̃−(k) =


eik

1

eik

1

 ,

(15)

S+ =
∑
k

|k⟩⟨k| ⊗ S̃+(k), S̃+(k) =


1

e−ik

1

e−ik

 ,

(16)

J1 =
∑
k

|k⟩⟨k| ⊗ J̃1, J̃1 =


0 0 1 0

0 1 0 0

1 0 0 0

0 0 0 1

 , (17)

J2 =
∑
k

|k⟩⟨k| ⊗ J̃2, J̃2 =


1 0 0 0

0 0 0 1

0 0 1 0

0 1 0 0

 , (18)

(a)

(b)

FIG. 2. The schematic view of the two experimental imple-
mentation for the jump operator J2 using (a) beam splitters
and (b) beam displacers. The walker with an internal state of
|L⟩ undergoes a jump to the other chain, while the walker with
an internal state of |R⟩ remains on the same chain. J1 can
be implemented by rotating the polarization of the photons
entering each optical path of the J2 setup by 90 degrees using
a half-wave plate and the polarization of the photons output
from the J2 setup by 90 degrees using a half-wave plate.

G =
∑
k

|x⟩⟨k| ⊗ G̃, G̃ =

(
eγσz 0

0 e−γσz

)
, (19)

with time evolution operator

U =
∑
k

|k⟩⟨k| ⊗ Ũ(k), (20)

Ũ(k) =C̃y (θ3/2) S̃+C̃y(θ1)J̃2C̃x(θ2)G̃

C̃x(θ2)J̃1C̃y(θ1)S̃−C̃y (θy/2) .
(21)
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C. Symmetry

Here, we check the symmetry of the non-unitary time-
evolution operator Ũ(k) in Eq. (21) according to our
proposal in Sec. II. First, we observe that the opera-

tor Ũ(k) fulfills spinful TRS† in H type in Eq. (1b) with
T− = τx ⊗ σy where T−T ∗

− = −1. Thus, the operator

Ũ(k) also satisfies the TRS† in U type in Eq. (3b) since
both relations are identical. Due to spinful TRS†, the
eigenvalue of Ũ(k) is always double degenerated.

Furthermore, the operator Ũ(k) satisfies PHS† in H
type, namely Eq.(1d) with Ξ− = τz ⊗ σ0. Thereby, CS
in H type in Eq.(1e) with Γ = τy ⊗ σy is also satisfied.

Accordingly, the operator Ũ(k) is classified in class DIII†

in H type, though it is classified in class AII† in U type.
We remark that the symmetry realizations in Eq. (1d)

assumes that the eigenenergy E appears a pair ±E, thus
the particle-hole symmetric point E0 = 0. If the sym-
metric point E0 is not zero, Eq. (1d) is modified as

Ξ− [H(k)− E0]
∗
Ξ−1
− = − [H(−k)− E0] . (22)

This means that when the operator satisfies Eq. (1d), the
operator also satisfies Eq. (22) only for Re [E0] = 0. In
other words, PHS† is broken for Im [E0] ̸= 0. Accord-

ingly, our quantum walk Ũ(k) belongs in class AII† even
in H type if the symmetric point is not a pure imaginary
number. While this fact may imply that the dual sym-
metry classification is not important, this is not the case
as we explained in Sec. IV.

We also note that while we consider symmetry of our
quantum walk only in the momentum representation for
simplicity, symmetries mentioned above hold even in the
time-evolution operator in the real space. Therefore,
even if the parameter θ(x) in Eq. (6) and γ in Eq. (12)
depend on the position, the symmetry class is unchanged.

D. Experimental implementation

At the end of Sec. III, we simply mention the ex-
perimental realization of our quantum walk. In the
experiment of photonic quantum walks in non-unitary
dynamics, the coin operator, shift operator, and gain-
loss operator can be realized by using a half-wave plate,
beam displacer, and partially polarizing beam splitter,
respectively[53]. To experimentally implement the jump
operator in our model, we propose two methods utilizing
distinct optical setups, as illustrated in Fig. 2. In Fig.
2(a), we employ polarizing beam splitters and mirrors to
facilitate the jump of photons possessing a specific polar-
ization to the other chain. Here, photons with the |R⟩
internal state traverse the polarizing beam splitter di-
rectly, maintaining their original direction. Conversely,
photons with the |L⟩ internal state undergo a π/2 re-
flection. After two subsequent reflections in the mirrors,
they traverse the beam splitter of the alternate chain in
a direction parallel to the incident path. In Fig. 2(b),

FIG. 3. Eigenvalue spectra of the time evolution operator
U under PBC (red curves) and RBC (blue dots) in the case
of γ = 0.5, θ1 = 3π/10 and θ3 = π/4. (a) θ2 = π/5, (b)
θ2 = π/6. The black dashed line represents the unit circle.

a notched rectangle beam displacer is employed. This
architecture is expected to be more compact and stable
than that in Fig. 2(a). Photons with the |R⟩ internal
state remain on their original chain, while photons with
the |L⟩ internal state undergo displacement. After two
refractions, they move to the alternate chain in a direc-
tion parallel to the original chain.

IV. Z2 POINT-GAP TOPOLOGY OF THE
NON-UNITARY QUANTUM WALK

In this section, we study the point-gap topology of our
non-unitary quantum walk Ũ(k) in Eq. 21. We recall

that the operator Ũ(k) belongs to class DIII† in H type
for the symmetric point Re[E0] = 0, otherwise it belongs
to class AII† in H type. On the other hand, the operator
Ũ(k) belongs to class AII† in U type for any symmetric
point.

A. Z2 point-gap topology under PBC and RBC

The eigenvalues λ of Ũ(k) are shown by red curves in
Fig. 3 for two specific values of parameters. Figure 3(a)
clearly shows that the point gaps open in finite regions
of the symmetric point E0, while the point gaps close
by slightly changing the value of θ2 from π/5 to π/6 as
shown in Figure 3(b). However, due to the double de-
generacy of the eigenvalue, the energy-winding number
for class DIII† is always trivial. However, an additional
topological invariant, known as Z2 topological invariant,
defined in Ref. [20] by

(−1)ν(E0) = sgn

Pf
[(
Ũ(π)− E0

)
T
]

Pf
[(
Ũ(0)− E0

)
T
]
 , (23)

can be topologically non-trivial for Re [E0] = 0 in class
DIII† in H type, where ν ∈ {0, 1} represents Z2 topo-
logical invariant, with ν = 0 indicating a topologically
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trivial phase. Here, we emphasize that we use the non-
unitary time-evolution operator Ũ(k) instead of the effec-
tive Hamiltonian in Eq. (23) to calculate the Z2 topolog-
ical invariant while Eq. (23) is defined for non-Hermitian
Hamiltonians. Therefore, the fact that the regarding the
time-evolution operator as the non-Hermitian Hamilto-
nian, which is crucial for the dual symmetry classifica-
tion, is essential to study the topological phase.

However, as we mentioned, our quantum walk belongs
to class AII† in H type for general value of E0. In this
case, Z2 topological invariant at a symmetric point E0 is
defined by

(−1)ν(E0) = sgn

Pf
[(
Ũ(π)− E0

)
T
]

Pf
[(
Ũ(0)− E0

)
T
]

× exp

−1

2

∫ k=π

k=0

dk
∂ log det

[(
Ũ(k)− E0

)
T
]

∂k


(24)

in Ref. [20]. We confirmed that ν = 1 when E0 locates
in the closed curves in Fig. 3(a). Again we remark that

we use Ũ(k), not the Hamiltonian, to calculate the Z2

topological invariant. Since Eq. (24) is defined for the
operator in H type, if Z2 invariant can be correctly cal-
culated in Eq. (24), this clarifies the correctness of our
proposal on the dual symmetry classification.

Figure 4 illustrates the Z2 topological invariant of Ũ(k)
as a function of the parameters θ2 and γ and the sym-
metric point E0 by numerically solving Eq.(24). The yel-
low region represents the presence of at least one point
E0 ∈ C where ν(λ) = 1, while the blue region indicates
that any points on the complex plane is topologically
trivial. The A and B in Fig. 4 indicates the parameters
used in Fig. 3 (a) and (b), respectively.

Here, we check the bulk-edge correspondence for Z2

point-gap topology of our quantum walk. As explained,

FIG. 5. GBZ and BZ of the time evolution operator U under
RBC in the case of γ = 0.5, θ1 = 3π/10 and θ3 = π/4 for (a)
θ2 = π/5, (b) θ2 = π/6. GBZ is depicted by blue crosses while
BZ forming a unit circle on the complex plane is represented
by dashed line. (c,d) The probability distributions of the
corresponding eigenvectors of U for (c) θ2 = π/2 and (b)
θ2 = π/6.

in case of Fig. 3 (a), the point gap opens in which Z2 topo-
logical invariant is nontrivial, while there are no point gap
in Fig. 3 (b). To calculate the spectra and eigenstates
of the operator U with RBC in the real space represen-
tation, we apply for the the generalized Brillouin zone
(GBZ) [29, 65–67] as shown in Fig. 5 (a) and (b). Fig-
ure 3 (a) shows that the spectrum for the system with
RBC (RBC spectrum, in short) depicted by blue dots
appears as arcs in the point gap. Furthermore, the eigen-
states are localized at right and left boundaries, confirm-
ing Z2 NHSE. More specifically, as shown in Fig. 5 (a)
and (c), GBZ inside of Brillouin zone (BZ) correspond to
eigenmodes localized at the right boundary, while those
outside of Brillouin zone (BZ) represent left-boundary-
localized eigenmodes [36]. On the other hand, in case of
Fig. 3(b) with trivial topology, the RBC spectrum almost
overlaps with the PBC spectrum. Moreover, the GBZ co-
incides with the BZ as shown in Fig. 5(b), resulting in
the disappearance of NHSE, and the eigenmodes are not
localized near the boundaries as shown in Fig. 5 (d).
These numerical results verify that the quantum walk in
Eq. (21) exhibits Z2 point-gap topology in H type and
satisfies the bulk-edge correspondence for Z2 point-gap
topology.
Finally, we consider dynamics of this quantum walk.

We consider a walker initially positioned at the origin
and investigate its descrete evolution under the presence
and absence of the skin effect, respectively. In Fig. 6, we
present the probability distribution of the walker in real
space after each step. It can be observed that in sys-
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FIG. 6. Time evolution of the probablility distribution
of the quantum walk in the case of γ = 0.5, θ1 =
3π/10 and θ3 = π/4. (a) θ2 = π/5, (b) θ2 = π/6.
The initial state of the walker is given by |ψ0⟩ = |0⟩ ⊗
[|a⟩ ⊗ (|L⟩+ i|R⟩) + |b⟩ ⊗ (|L⟩ − i|R⟩)] /2.

tems where the time evolution operator exhibits a point
gap, the walker becomes localized near the left and right
boundaries after a certain number of steps. In contrast,
in systems where the time evolution operator is topologi-
cally trivial, the walker is not confined to the boundaries,
indicating the absence of the skin effect.

B. Z2 point-gap topology in junction systems

Recently, the bulk-edge correspondence for Z point-
gap topology has been generalized to junction systems
where the topological number varies at interfaces[32]. It
states that the spectrum for the junction systems in a
ring geometry appears in a region where the difference in
the point-gap topological numbers for two subsystems is
nonzero and the corresponding eigenstates are localized
at the interfaces.

In this subsection, we study the bulk-edge correspon-
dence for Z2 point gap topology in junction systems by
using the non-unitary quantum walk with Z2 point-gap
topology. We explore a system with a ring geometry
comprising two subsystems connected; subsystem A in
the region 1 ≤ x ≤ l and subsystem B in the region
l + 1 ≤ x ≤ 2l, where both subsystems possess distinct
parameters of the non-unitary quantum walk with Z2

point-gap topology. Therefore, there are two interfaces
near x = 1 and l.
Figure. 7 (a) shows PBC spectra for the individual

subsystems, σA
PBC and σB

PBC, under different parameter
pairs (θA1 , θ

B
1 ), as well as the eigenvalue spectrum of the

junction system, σjunc
PBC. Note that the Z2 topological

number for each subsystem ν is one in the closed curves
of σA

PBC or σB
PBC. Thereby, the difference in Z2 topolog-

ical topological number is zero in a region with no point
gap and a region where σA

PBC and σB
PBC are overlapped.

We observed that σjunc
PBC appears as arcs in the region

where the difference in Z2 topological topological number
is nonzero as shown by black curves in Fig. 7 (a). Fur-
thermore, the eigenstates localized near the interfaces of
the two subsystems, called the non-Hermitian proximity

FIG. 7. (a,c,e) Eigenvalue spectra and (b,d,f) probability dis-
tributions of all eigenvectors of the time-evolution operator
in the junction system composed of two non-trivial subsys-
tems A and B with the parameters l = 50, γA = γB = 0.5,
θ1,B = 3π/10, θ2A = θ2B = π/4 and θ3A = θ3B = 2π/5,
(a,b) θ1A = π/10, (c,d) θ1A = π/5, (e,f) θ1A = π/4. The left
figures (a,c,e) show the eigenvalue spectrum of subsystem A
(blue curve), subsystem B (red curve) and junction system
with PBC (black curve), while the right figures (b,d,f) show
the corresponding distribution of all eigenstates.

effects[32], as shown in Fig. 7(b). We note that although
there is always a tendency for the eigenstates of the time
evolution operator to be localized near the boundaries of
the two subsystems, this localization strength gradually
weakens as σA

PBC and σB
PBC get closer. When σA

PBC and
σB
PBC are sufficiently far apart, the eigenstates are tightly

confined near the interface [see Fig.7(a) and (b)]. How-
ever, as the distance between the two spectra decreases
and even when they intersect, the eigenstates may have a
non-negligible probability of appearing even at the cen-
ter of the subsystems, although they still exhibit a ten-
dency to move towards the interface [see Fig.7(e) and (f)].
These observations establishes the bulk-edge correspon-
dence for Z2 point-gap topology in junction systems in
the same fashion with Z point-gap topology as clarified
in Ref. [32].
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FIG. 8. (a-f) Time evolution of the probability distribution
in a junction system with PBC with the parameters l = 25,
γA = γB = 0.5, θ1,B = 3π/10, θ2A = θ2B = π/4 and
θ3A = θ3B = 2π/5, (a,b) θ1A = π/10, (c,d) θ1A = π/5, (e,f)
θ1A = π/4. (g,h) The time dependence of the probability of
the walker near the boundaries of two subsystems. The initi-
nal state of the walker is given by (a,c,e,g) |ψ0⟩ = |x0,A⟩ ⊗
[|a⟩ ⊗ (|L⟩+ i|R⟩) + |b⟩ ⊗ (|L⟩ − i|R⟩)] /2 and (b,d,f,h)
|ψ0⟩ = |x0,B⟩ ⊗ [|a⟩ ⊗ (|L⟩+ i|R⟩) + |b⟩ ⊗ (|L⟩ − i|R⟩)] /2,
with x0,A = (l + 1)/2 and x0,B = l + (l + 1)/2.

Figure 8 illustrates the time evolution of the walker
in the junction system. In Figs. 8(a), (c),(e), and (g),
the walker is initially located on subsystem A, while in
Figs. 8(b), (d),(f), and (h), the walker’s initial state is on
subsystem B. We observe that when σA

PBC and σB
PBC are

sufficiently far apart, the walker is strongly stucked near
the interface. However, in cases where σA

PBC and σB
PBC

overlap each other, the confinement near the interface of
the subsystems is not as strong as in the previous cases,
as indicated by Figs. 8(g,h).

V. SUMMARY

In summary, in the present work, first we have pro-
posed the dual symmetry classification based on the fact

that there is no strict difference in mathematical def-
inition between non-Hermitian Hamiltonians and non-
unitary time-evolution operators. By using this dual
symmetry classification and regarding the time-evolution
operator as the non-Hermitian Hamiltonian, we have suc-
cessfully constructed a non-unitary quantum walk with
spinful TRS†. Furthermore, we have shown that this non-
unitary quantum walk can obtain non-trivial Z2 point-
gap topology again regarding the time-evolution oper-
ator as the non-Hermitian Hamiltonian. The eigenvalue
spectrum of the system strongly depends on the system’s
boundary conditions when the time evolution operator is
Z2 topologically non-trivial. Under RBC, the eigenstates
of the time evolution operator exhibit localization near
the boundaries, indicating the presence of the skin effect.
In contrast to the traditional Hatano-Nelson model, in
such a quantum walk, we can control the opening and
closing of the point gap by adjusting the parameters of
the coin operators or the gain-loss operator.

Moreover, we studied quantum walks in junction sys-
tem composed of two Z2 non-trivial quantum walks.
When the distance between the PBC spectra of the two
topologically non-trivial subsystems in the junction sys-
tem is sufficiently large, the PBC spectrum of the junc-
tion system can be effectively treated as an RBC spec-
trum, which is also a novel approach to achieve RBC in
arbitrary quantum walks. In this scenario, all eigenstates
become localized near the boundaries of the two subsys-
tems, resulting in the non-Hermitian proximity effects.
However, as the distance between the two PBC spectra
decreases, the confinement ability of the boundaries on
the eigenstates weakens. The same phenomenon also oc-
curs with the confinement ability on the walker.

In this work, we have defined the skin effect in
non-unitary quantum walk systems as the localization
of eigenstates of the time evolution operator near the
boundaries of the system. We have noticed that in quan-
tum walk systems with skin effect, the walker becomes
localized near the boundaries of the system after a suf-
ficiently long time. However, especially for the junction
system, the state of the walker’s evolution over time is
not well-defined. In particular, when the eigenvalue spec-
trum of the PBC junction system has a non-zero area, the
choice of initial state can affect the boundaries to which
the walker becomes confined. Studying the time evolu-
tion of non-unitary quantum walks is an interesting work
and holds significant importance for investigating the
time-dependent topological properties of non-Hermitian
systems.

Finally, we discuss a possible application of the dual
symmetry classification proposed in the current work to
unitary time-evolution operators. In principle, the dual
symmetry classification can also be applied to unitary
time-evolution systems. Applying the H-type classifi-
cation, we can identify line and point gaps for various
unitary time-evolution operators, where non-trivial topo-
logical phases may arise. However, these unitary time-
evolution operators do not show phenomena peculiar to
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non-Hermitian physics, such as point-gap topology and
skin effects, as long as they keep unitarity, for the fol-
lowing reasons. A unitary time-evolution operator U ,
related to the effective Hermitian Heff by Eq. (2), can
commute with Heff, leading to U and Heff having si-
multaneous eigenstates. Therefore, since all the eigen-
states are those of the Hermitian Hamiltonian, phenom-
ena unique to non-Hermitian systems are not anticipated.
However, applying the dual symmetry classification for
unitary time-evolution operators may give an opportu-
nity to better understand of the topological properties in
Hermitian systems. We leave it as an open problem.
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